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Abstract
Current entity search models predominantly rely on term frequency and semantic similarity, often failing to fully exploit

the information in the knowledge graphs. This limitation leads to the neglect of entities that could be highly relevant to

the user’s query topics. To overcome these challenges and enhance entity retrieval, we introduce TRIO (Term, topic, and

neural-based entity Retrieval Interpolate methOd), an entity retrieval method that employs multiple search perspectives

for more relevant outcomes. TRIO stands out by seamlessly integrating three distinct search perspectives: term fre-

quency, semantic similarity, and topic similarity. This integration is executed in a simple and effective manner, allowing

TRIO to capture entities across multiple dimensions, resulting in comprehensive and accurate search results. Our experi-

ments on the standard DBpedia-Entity V2 test collection demonstrate a substantial enhancement in the search perfor-

mance of the baseline model. On average, TRIO improves NDCG and MAP performance by 12.401%, and 27.342%,

respectively, compared to the best-performing baseline model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of knowledge graphs (KGs) in

various real-world applications has highlighted the

significance of entity search [1–3]. Entity search assesses

the relevance of entities based on information needs

expressed in natural language or keyword queries. The

existing approach falls short in its searching capacity.

First, the term-based approach [4–7] measures the relative

significance of each entity by calculating the term-

matching score between entity and queries. This method

does not use semantic word meanings, relying solely on

alphabetical matching, thereby resulting in a vocabulary

gap. Second, neural-based approaches [8–11] include

encoding KG triples or local paths of KG into a low-

dimensional embedding space. Although these neural

methods alleviate the vocabulary gap by generating

embedding values that align with semantic similarities

between words, they are not devoid of shortcomings.

Neural-based models consider the local context of the

words, facilitating searches limited to semantically relevant

entities. Semantic word similarity can inadvertently omit

numerous entities that necessitate a broader scope for

relevant search results

KGs are extracted from diverse sources, leading to

mixed-labeled data representations within KGs. For

example, the facts about “Voyager Project” in Fig. 1(a)

are represented in either structured label or unstructured

free text label formats. Both types of data contain valuable

information within KGs, warranting the consideration of

both data formats within the retrieval model. Nonetheless,

many neural-based approaches dismiss or intentionally

exclude this facet given that unstructured text labels are

often excessively lengthy, posing challenges for models

to handle, or due to the perception that the information

within these labels holds minimal significance [12, 13].

On the other hand, entity retrieval within a single

perspective (term-based or neural-based) of KGs is limited

to searching entities observable only within their own

dimensions, and this limitation is compounded by the

constraints of mixed-labeled data representations, which

may hinder full utilization of KGs’ potential. To overcome

this limitation research efforts have been made to enhance

the entity retrieval performance by combining neural-

based and term-based approaches [8], or by incorporating

topic modeling into the description of unstructured node

entities within KGs, thereby redefining entity descriptions

[13]. While research amalgamates search perspectives to

enhance retrieval performance, it still grapples with the

task of capturing query intent entirely.

In light of these insights, we introduce TRIO (Term,

topic, and neural-based entity Retrieval Interpolate methOd),

a simple yet powerful entity retrieval method. TRIO

capitalizes on the strengths of three distinct approaches:

term-based method, neural-based method, and topic

modeling-based method. Utilizing topic modeling enhances

the understanding of search intent by extracting meaningful

topics from the unstructured text content [12, 14–18].

Term-based search strengthens relevance through precise

term matches, while neural-based search considers

semantic similarity, uncovering broader related entities

and increasing search flexibility. By overlapping the

search results of each dimension, the comprehensive

search approach improves results and better aligns with

user intent. By integrating the three perspectives, TRIO

not only expands the range of retrievable entities beyond

what previous models could achieve but also harnesses

the heterogeneous data present in KGs. We conducted an

experiment that explored entity search results for the

query “Wonders of the ancient world,” depicted in

Fig. 1(b). The term-based method retrieves exact term

matches like “Seven Wonders of the Ancient World,” but

is limited to literal matches. A blend of term-based and

neural-based models identifies primeval civilization by

recognizing the semantic tie between ancient and

primeval, though still falling short of complete query

intent comprehension. Introducing topic similarity via

TRIO yields triumphant results, capturing precise user

intent with the Pyramid of Giza, the Colossus of Rhodes,

Fig. 1. (a) Facts can exist in structured and unstructured
formats. For instance, the fact “The operator of Voyager Project is
NASA” can be represented as a structured triple (Voyager
Project, operator, NASA). Additionally, facts related to the long
abstract for the Voyager Project are depicted as unstructured
text. (b) Retrieved entities are ranked by relevance score. Term-
based model results are underlined, entities retrievable by
neural-based searches are in italics, and highly relevant TRIO-
retrieved entities are highlighted in yellow.
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and the Temple of Artemis. Thus, TRIO’s multi-perspective

enhances entity retrieval, unveiling a deeper understanding

of user queries. Our main contributions are summarized as:

● A pragmatic method that combines term frequency,

semantic, and topic similarity in entity search models.
● An overview of previously hidden entities, utilizing KGs’

heterogeneity to enhance query intent understanding.
● An adaptable mechanism that enhances neural-based

search models’ performance by incorporating our

approach as an additional layer.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Term-based Retrieval

Conventional entity search methods primarily involve

retrieving entities through term matching between

queries and KG nodes or by treating KGs as structured

documents for direct term matching between queries and

KG content. These techniques rely on term alignment to

facilitate entity retrieval based on correspondences

between queries and knowledge graph entities. Treating

KGs as structured documents also offers an alternative

means for conducting direct term-based entity searches

between queries and KG materials. Several knowledge-

base (graph) based retrieval methods are proposed. User

query retrieval systems leverage knowledge bases with

distinct attributes [4]. The studies similar to the method

of retrieving knowledge by transforming queries are

[5–7, 19]. Studies are using the KGs as an instance of

structured documents and using it for generating entity

representations. Fielded sequential dependence model

(FSDM) [20] improves retrieval performance by defining

an entity representation schema consisting of five layers

to capture meaning and relations between entities. Studies

similar to using KGs to generate entity representations

are [21, 22]. This approach lacks consideration for the

semantic meanings of words, relying solely on alphabetical

matching, resulting in a limitation in capturing the full

extent of vocabulary comprehension.

B. Neural-based Retrieval

In the embedding-based retrieval research, a neural-based

approach emerges as a powerful solution to overcome the

limitations of term-based retrieval. By vectorizing KGs

into low-dimensional spaces, this approach addresses the

constraints posed by diverse frameworks commonly

utilized within KGs. EMB [23] introduces a neural

network that embeds KG entities and relations into

continuous vectors, overcoming KGs’ disparate frameworks.

TransE [24] simplifies EMB complexity by embedding

triplets (eh, r, et) in the same vector space, with eh + r

close to et, enabling simpler model training and embedding

of large KGs. Moreover, recent studies have explored

efficient neural network models, leveraging document

and query encoding through dual encoders [25], and

investigating neural network architectures for efficient

retrieval by combining dense and sparse retrieval models

into hybrid frameworks [26]. Additionally, a novel

method has been proposed to enhance the generalization

ability of dense retrieval models [27]. In contrast, our

method enhances entity retrieval by integrating various

search perspectives effectively, primarily focusing on an

approach that integrates diverse search perspectives: term

frequency, semantic similarity, and topic similarity.

Diverse pre-trained language models are explored for

entity retrieval research. Elas4RDF [9] improves entity

retrieval in open-domain question answering (QA) systems

via keyword-based methods, including answer type

prediction, SPARQL-based entity enrichment, and pre-

trained neural models. Similarly, an efficient entity search

model [28] employs a pre-trained bidirectional encoder

representations from transformers (BERT) model [29].

Query by webpage [11] incorporates new feature extraction

modules, including a text feature extraction module (TEM),

enhancing think tank quality using term and topic-based

features. There are studies combining other entity retrieval

methods. Utilizing DeepWalk for graph embedding and

Word2Vec for word embedding, knowledge graph entity

and word embedding for retrieval (KEWER) [8] embeds

KG relations and entities and enhances search with

BM25F. EntityLDA [13] proposes an entity retrieval

methodology to generate an entity representation with a

richer representation by utilizing subject modeling for a

non-unified node representation of the knowledge graph

and to better interpret the intent of a user query. However,

Fig. 1(b), a single-perspective entity retrieval, still presents

room for enhancing the understanding of user query

intent, which can be addressed through the integration of

multi-dimensional search approaches.

III. METHODOLOGY

Term-based methods rely on term-matching scores but

have vocabulary gaps and semantic limitations. In contrast,

neural-based methods address vocabulary gaps using

low-dimensional embeddings, but ignore heterogeneous

data and focuses only on local context, potentially missing

query intent in search results. This study aims to enhance

query intent comprehension and create a streamlined

entity search approach. We integrate topic similarity with

term-based and semantic methods, harmonizing retrieval

outcomes to improve precision.

Our TRIO comprises term-based, neural-based, and

topic-modeling-based search components. These are

collectively detailed in Sections III-A, III-B, and III-C.
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A. Entity Search with Term-based Approach

BM25F [30, 31], an extension of the Best Match 25

(BM25) algorithm, measures document relevance by

evaluating the frequency of terms within documents

using the bag-of-words concept. Incorporating BM25F as

a term-based search mechanism presents the advantage of

precisely identifying crucial fields within KG documents

that have been restructured into multi-field formats.

Notably, BM25F has demonstrated exceptional performance

in comparison to other term-based retrieval methods, as

evidenced in its superior results within the DBpedia-

Entity V2 test collection [32]. This high-performing

technique has also been integrated into the prior state-of-

the-art entity search approach, KEWER [8]. By employing

the multi-fielded KG node entity representation schema

proposed in FSDM [20], BM25F retrieves relevant documents

(entities) for each query and returns the results.

B. Entity Search with Neural-based Approach

In recent years, the intersection of deep learning and

information retrieval (IR) through artificial neural networks

has garnered considerable attention. This symbiotic

relationship has led to the emergence of various forms of

neural-based IR research [33]. To comprehensively measure

TRIO’s effectiveness across a spectrum of neural models,

we systematically integrate distinct pre-existing neural-

based retrieval models into the TRIO framework. This

strategic approach not only shows how TRIO synergizes

with diverse neural-based retrieval strategies but also

substantiates its potential to enhance retrieval performance

across different methodologies. Furthermore, we leverage

the neural component of TRIO as a benchmark, establishing

it as the baseline model to substantiate and validate the

amplified retrieval capabilities that it brings forth (for

more details, refer to Section IV-B).

C. Entity Search with Topic Modeling-based
Approach

Despite being a traditional topic model, latent Dirichlet

allocation (LDA) [34, 35] offers a straightforward and

intuitive approach that can be easily applied, justifying its

usage for various purposes. Rather than training models

on the entire KGs, LDA focuses on topic extraction,

enhancing tasks like document retrieval. This approach is

effective for managing large KG collections. LDA’s

attributes can be harnessed to effectively leverage

unstructured information within KGs. By utilizing this

capability, it becomes feasible to extend the perspective

of entity retrieval into a topic-based search. In our

approach, we employ LDA to discern latent topics from

FSDM entity documents containing unstructured infor-

mation about KG node entities. This endeavor enables

the extraction of topics associated with node entities

within the KG, which can subsequently be utilized as rich

representations for these entities. This strategic application

of LDA plays a pivotal role in enhancing the performance

of entity retrieval tasks, particularly in the context of

heterogeneous data. We retrieve the related entity to the

query according to the relevance scoring formula in [36].

The basic idea is exploiting the probability that the

word w that makes up the user query q appears in each

topic t and the probability of what topics appear in the

entity document d corresponding to entity e to calculate the

topic relevance score between the query and the entity as:

(1)

For each query, the LDA-based search component

generates a list of the retrieved entities in the order of

relevance score.

D. General Framework

As shown in Fig. 2, the general framework of TRIO

has three major components: 1) BM25F for term-based

search; 2) arbitrary neural-based search model for semantic-

based search; and 3) LDA for topic-based search. Each

component independently performs entity searches based

on its unique perspective and inherent characteristics,

aiming to identify pertinent entities relevant to the query.

Subsequently, the results obtained from these three

components are carefully integrated. This fusion of diverse

search dimensions enhances the approach, providing a

comprehensive and enhanced entity retrieval capability.

We seamlessly merge the search outcomes through the

following three steps:

1. Each entity search component measures the relevance

Fig. 2. Structure of TRIO. For the given query, TRIO retrieves the
entities combining three search perspectives. After retrieving, it
interpolates and returns a rank of entities.
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of entity e with respect to the user query q.

2. The search models yield a list of entities ranked by

their relevance scores.

3. The resulting entity lists are blended using linear

interpolation.

The influence of each search component on the search

results is quantified by the weights α, β, and γ (refer to

Section IV-C for specifics), denoted as follows:

TRIO(q, e) =  · BM25F(q, e) + 

 · Neural Model(q, e) +

 · LDA(q, e), (2)

where α + β + γ = 1. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Dataset

Knowledge graph: We employ the DBpedia 2015-10

[37] as the KG for our entity retrieval task. The DBpedia

community’s meticulous extraction techniques have

rendered this KG highly reliable and well-defined.

Entity documents: In our entity retrieval process, we

utilize the entity representation schema introduced by

FSDM [20], corresponding to the entities present in the

DBpedia KG nodes. These entity documents contain

comprehensive descriptions, including unstructured

information about the entity. Drawing inspiration from

the KEWER study, we employ Galago [38] to index the

entity representation across five distinct fields (names,

categories, similar entity names, attributes, and related

entity names), thereby enhancing the capture of inter-

entity meanings and relationships.

Test dataset: To assess the performance of TRIO, we

employ the DBpedia-Entity V2 [32] as our evaluation dataset.

DBpedia-Entity V2 serves as a standardized benchmark

for evaluating entity retrieval models based on the

DBpedia KG. This dataset encompasses 496 queries

across four distinct categories (named entity queries,

keyword queries, natural language queries, and search

particular lists) as detailed in Table 1. For determining

query relevance, the DBpedia-Entity V2 collection

provides an entity ranking list comprising DBpedia URIs

along with their corresponding relevance scores.

B. Baselines

JOINTLY(J) [39] serves as a fundamental baseline for

the previously established state-of-the-art entity retrieval

approach, KEWER [8]. JOINTLY employs an embedding

technique that unifies entities, relations, and words within a

shared embedding space by leveraging entity description-

based alignment. Our approach adopts the KEWER

implementation of JOINTLY. KEWER offers multiple

versions of JOINTLY, depending on whether they exploit

entity linking or surface form. We select the version that

demonstrates the best performance among the available

alternatives as our baseline model.

Elas4RDFRo (E). Among the components of the Elas4RDF

keyword search pipeline, Elas4RDFRo (E) stands out as

one of its integral tasks [9]. Elas4RDF encompasses

diverse tasks including answer type prediction, entity

enrichment through SPARQL, and the extraction of

answers via pre-trained neural model RoBERTa [40]. In

our exploration, we focus on Elas4RDFRo, a specific facet

of Elas4RDF that capitalizes on answer entities derived

from RoBERTa. This model merges the outcomes of the

Elas4RDF search engine with answer entities, ranging

from 1 to 10, obtained from RoBERTa. In our assessment,

we pinpoint the optimal case of search performance,

marked by the amalgamation of 10 answer entities, to

serve as our baseline model.

KEWER(K) [8] employs a low-dimensional embedding

approach to unify entities and words, capturing both local

structure and structural components within the KG.

Utilizing graph random walks over the KG, KEWER(K)

considers its local structure and components, then employs

the negative skip-gram-based Word2Vec model to embed

these random walks. In practice, KEWER retrieves and

assesses entities for query relevance by computing cosine

similarity based on entity embedding values. To address

the modest performance of KEWER’s embedding module

in search, it is complemented with BM25F. The integration

of BM25F and KEWER’s embedding module significantly

amplifies search effectiveness, yielding an ad-hoc entity

search approach.

C. Hyperparameter Settings

The coefficients of Eq. (2) are fine-tuned through five-

fold cross-validation. We determine optimal hyper-

parameters α, β, and γ by iteratively adjusting each

parameter from zero to one in increments of 0.002,

aiming to maximize the average NDCG@10 value within

each fold of the training set from DBpedia-Entity V2.

When we utilize JOINTLY as the neural component

within TRIO, the optimal model weight parameters

average to α = 0.135, β = 0.244, and γ = 0.613. In the case

of Elas4RDFRo, the optimal parameters are α = 0.054, β =

0.611, and γ = 0.335. For the KEWER scenario, the optimal

weight parameters are α = 0.113, β = 0.509, and γ = 0.379.

Table 1. DBpedia-Entity V2 dataset overview

Category Description Count

QALD2 Natural language questions 140

INEX-LD IR-style keyword queries 154

SemSearch ES Named entity queries 156

ListSearch Queries for specific entity lists 46
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D. Implementation Details

While generating an entity document following the

FSDM approach [20], we utilize the latest version of

Galago to index the entity representation into four fields:

names, attributes, categories, and related entity names.

Although the FSDM suggests five fields, including

similarity names in addition to the four aforementioned

fields, our experimentation revealed slightly better per-

formance when employing only these four fields.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Evaluation Metrics

To assess the effectiveness of the retrieval method, we

employ two standard evaluation metrics: normalized

discovered cumulative gain (NDCG) [41] and mean

average precision (MAP). For NDCG, we evaluate the

search performance at different cutoffs: top 10 (NDCG@10),

top 30 (NDCG@30), top 50 (NDCG@50), and top 100

(NDCG@100). 

Fig. 3. Search performance by the number of topics. TRIONM refers to an entity search method using the neural model NM: (a) TRIOJ, (b)
TRIOE, and (c) TRIOK.
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B. Effect of Number of Topics on Entity Search
Performance

To determine the optimal number of topics that maxi-

mizes retrieval performance, we analyze how TRIO’s

performance varies with different numbers of topics. Fig.

3 demonstrates that TRIO consistently exhibits favorable

search performance when the number of topics is below

100, irrespective of the neural components used. Notably,

90 topics yields the highest average performance. In the

case of TRIOJ, it excels with 20 and 50 topics for

NDCG@10. However, it also displays strong retrieval

outcomes with 90 topics for NDCG@100 and MAP. For

TRIOE and TRIOK, we observe that overall search

performance diminishes, except at 70 and 90 topics.

Choosing very few topics within TRIO leads to the

omission of vital information within entity documents,

essential for effective retrieval, consequently impacting

search quality. Conversely, an excess of topics introduces

superfluous noise, hampering accurate retrieval. Thus,

the selection of an optimal number of topics significantly

influences the search performance. We designate t = 90

as the number of topics for the LDA model in subsequent

experiments in Section V-C and V-D, given its superior

entity search performance, as depicted in Fig. 3.

C. Overall Performance

Table 2 presents the entity search performance achieved

by integrating our proposed approach with existing neural-

based methods.

In the JOINTLY experiment, JOINTLY embeds only

words and geometric features of KG components for

search purposes. However, the outcomes of searches

relying solely on a single neural perspective are inferior

compared to those employing other singular perspective-

based approaches such as BM25F and LDA, as depicted

in Table 2. This performance gap suggests that JOINTLY

struggles to effectively capture the intent behind user

queries. Hence, to gain a deeper comprehension of user

intent, it becomes imperative to enhance entity retrieval

by incorporating term match-based and topic similarity-

based viewpoints. Additionally, model weight parameters

outlined in Section IV-C reveal that the retrieval accuracy

of TRIOJ substantially benefits from the introduction of

the LDA-based search. Furthermore, Table 2 illustrates

that TRIOJ significantly enhances search performance

across various top numbers of retrieved entities, as

measured by the NDCG metric, in comparison to

utilizing JOINTLY alone. Regarding search accuracy

assessed through the MAP metric, TRIOJ improves search

precision, surpassing the retrieval accuracy achieved by

JOINTLY in isolation. In the case of Elas4RDFRo, it

elevates the performance of the Elas4RDF search engine

by augmenting the list of entities retrieved from the

search engine with answer-entities generated by RoBERTa.

Despite attempts to enhance search performance through

the incorporation of neural models, Elas4RDFRo encounters

limitations in its entity search capabilities. Nevertheless,

it is feasible to further enhance search effectiveness by

integrating perspectives related to topics and term

matching. As shown in Table 2, TRIOE surpasses the

average retrieval accuracy of Elas4RDFRo by 39%,

demonstrating a notable improvement. Moreover, the

retrieval accuracy doubles, underscoring the significant

enhancement achieved.

For the KEWER scenario, the model incorporates both

the semantic viewpoint and the structural characteristics

of KGs, enhancing search performance through the addition

of term-based search BM25F. However, the results

shown in Fig. 1(b) reveal that KEWER has limitations in

comprehending the user’s query intent, leaving room for

potential search performance improvement. TRIOK

addresses KEWER’s search vulnerabilities by merging

three distinct search perspectives. As indicated in Table 2,

TRIOK showcases a notable average improvement of

12.4% in overall retrieval performance, with retrieval

accuracy rising by 27.3%. In summary, our TRIO model

Table 2. Entity search performance according to different neural-based models

NDCG@10 NDCG@30 NDCG@50 NDCG@100 MAP

BM25F 0.463 0.486 0.509 0.542 0.379

LDA 0.229 0.319 0.405 0.518 0.330

JOINTLY 0.151 0.141 0.143 0.152 0.080

TRIOJ 0.470 0.520 0.577 0.663 0.490

Elas4RDFRo 0.298 0.326 0.354 0.383 0.237

TRIOE 0.477 0.524 0.578 0.665 0.493

KEWER 0.480 0.497 0.520 0.554 0.395

TRIOK 0.497 0.543 0.595 0.678 0.503

BM25F and LDA are the single-perspective search models, each of which is used as a term-based and topic-modeling part of TRIO. TRIO-NM refers

to an entity search method using the neural model NM as a component. The bold font indicates the best performance in each test.
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surpasses other baseline approaches, underscoring the

effectiveness of TRIO’s three distinct search perspectives

for efficient entity retrieval.

D. Ablation Study

To establish the robustness of our approach, we

conducted an ablation study to evaluate retrieval performance

by removing individual components from TRIO. The

results of this study are presented in Table 3. According

to our findings, all three components of TRIO—BM25F,

a neural-based model, and an LDA-based model—

contribute significantly to the overall effectiveness of the

TRIO approach.

The least impact on the effectiveness of TRIO is

observed when the neural component (TRIO-NM) is

removed. Although it might initially appear that the

neural-based retrieval method does not play a crucial role

in TRIO, it’s evident that this component serves a unique

purpose in performing semantic-based searches, distinct

from term match-based and topic similarity-based searches.

The optimal weight parameters for TRIO components

assign substantial weights to the three neural-based search

models (refer to Section IV-C). When utilizing Elas4RDFRo

and KEWER as the neural- based component in TRIO,

the corresponding weight values are 0.611 and 0.509,

respectively. The weights above 0.5 emphasizes the

significant contribution of the neural-based component to

the search process.

The removal of the LDA-based component (TRIO-

LDA) significantly affects the effectiveness of TRIO.

Although eliminating the LDA-based component has

minimal impact on NDCG@10, the disparity with the

complete TRIO search performance widens as the number

of evaluated entities increases, such as in the case of

NDCG@100. LDA-based entity search involves extracting

topics from entity documents and using these topics to

calculate similarity with the query, thereby identifying

entities related to the query. Given that LDA-based

search operates in a distinct dimension compared to term-

matching-based and semantic similarity-based search, it’s

evident that the LDA-based component greatly influences

TRIO’s retrieval performance. Moreover, the LDA-based

component holds significant weights of 0.613 for TRIOJ,

and weight values of 0.335 and 0.379 for TRIOE and

TRIOK respectively, according to the optimal weight

parameter settings for the TRIO components.

Removing the BM25F component (TRIO-BM25F)

significantly affects the effectiveness of TRIO. This is

due to the fact that certain entities, with high relevance

scores, contain words that match those in the query, and

BM25F excels at identifying entities that share the same

query terms. Moreover, irrespective of the neural components

in TRIO, the MAP results show lower search accuracy

when any single component is removed, compared to the

complete TRIO. This reaffirms that the strength of TRIO

lies in the meticulous integration of its three components.

VI. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

Our approach offers a simple yet effective method to

boost entity retrieval models. By integrating three distinct

search perspectives, we tap into different dimensions of

entity retrieval. Term-based search hinges on query term

frequency, neural-based search delves into word meanings

and relationships, and topic modeling-based search evaluates

topic relevance. This fusion creates a comprehensive

search model that broadens the scope of entity retrieval

possibilities, suggesting exciting avenues for future

research.

On the practical side, our work aids researchers in fine-

tuning topic modeling-based entity retrieval models. Our

experiments reveal the optimal number of topics for

effective retrieval using LDA-based topic modeling. We

find that the number of topics significantly influences

Table 3. Impact of removing entity search components from TRIO (NM denotes neural model)

NDCG@10 NDCG@30 NDCG@50 NDCG@100 MAP

TRIO-NM 0.464 0.499 0.527 0.562 0.389

TRIOJ 0.470 0.520 0.577 0.663 0.490

-LDA 0.467 0.489 0.513 0.540 0.384

-BM25F 0.337 0.367 0.389 0.416 0.279

TRIOE 0.477 0.524 0.578 0.665 0.493

-LDA 0.470 0.494 0.517 0.549 0.385

-BM25F 0.309 0.378 0.423 0.444 0.266

TRIOK 0.497 0.543 0.595 0.678 0.503

-LDA 0.480 0.497 0.520 0.554 0.395

-BM25F 0.349 0.431 0.508 0.600 0.406

TRIONM - (·) denotes the entity search method without a component (·). The bold font indicates the best performance in each test.
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search performance. Striking the right balance is crucial,

as too few or too many topics affect the performance. Our

findings, specifically the peak performance at 90 topics,

streamline the decision-making process for practitioners

utilizing topic modeling for entity searches.

While TRIO brings advancements, it has certain

limitations. Exploring neural-based topic modeling and

refining component combination are two promising

directions for future research. By considering neural-

based topic modeling and exploring alternative ways to

merge components, we aim to push the boundaries of

TRIO’s search performance even further in our future

research

VII. CONCLUSION

While neural-based search models alleviate the vocabulary

gap seen in term-based searches, they often struggle with

entity retrieval involving topic relevant to the query due

to their focus on local contexts. In contrast, KGs capture

information from diverse sources, leading to non-uniform

data representation in both structured and unstructured

forms.

This paper introduced TRIO, an entity retrieval method

that blends three search perspectives: term-based, neural-

based, and topic modeling-based. TRIO offers a simple

yet impactful approach to enhancing search performance,

adaptable to various neural-based models. Through a

comprehensive set of experiments across neural-based

search methods, we demonstrated TRIO’s versatility and

improved entity search performance compared to baseline

methods.
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